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HISTORY 

The velocity of Bound at supersonic frequencies was first obtained 

with great precision "by G. Vf. Pierce ^)*in 1925* Pierce used a vacuum 

tube circuit containing a piezoelectric plate for the measurement of 

supersonic velocities in air and in COg. The piezoeleotrio plate (a 

quartz crystal in this instance) radiated compressions! waves into the 

gas contained in a box. A mirror reflector mounted on a fine lead 

screw was used to reflect the waves hack to the quartz* In this way 

a system of stationary waves was formed. A sensitive galvanometer in 

the vacuum tube circuit enabled Pierce to determine when the reflector 

was an Integral number of half-wave lengths distant from the quartz 

plate. The velocity of sound could then be calculated from the rela¬ 

tion Caf/i . A schematic diagram of Pierce's apparatus is given in 

Fig. (1). 

Hie only maasureoents of the velocity of sound at high frequencies 

previous to Pierce's work were made by 3. Diecfcraann^ in 1908 using a 

Poulson Arc as source, a transmission grating for dispersion and a 

suspended vane for detector. Frequencies were measured by a wavemeter. 

In illuminating gas Dleckmann obtained a velocity of meters per 

second independent of frequency from 78,000 to 780,000 cycles per second 

but the method was not capable of high precision. 

In 1928 K. F. Herzfeld and F. 0. Rice VBTB able to demonstrate 

theoretically that absorption of sound waves causes the velocity of 

sound to lnorease with increasing frequency. This dependence of velo¬ 

city on frequency was detected experimentally by Pierce in COg. Pierce 

found that at 0°C in CO2 the velocity of sound was 258.52 meters per 

* lumbers in parenthesis refer to Bibliography 
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second at a frequency of 42,000 cycles per second and 260.15 rasters per 

second at 200,000 cycles per second. In addition he found that CO2 

6 
hecarae opaque to sound waves at 10 cycles per second. 

An interferometer such as Pierce*c cannot he used to determine 

superaonlo velocities in a liquid because a piezoelectric plate will not 

Vibrate if its surfaces are in contact with moisture. However, a bean 

of supersonic radiation can be made to pass through a liquid. In order 

to study the acoustic properties of liquids J. C. Hubbard and A. L. 

Loomis ^ devised an interferometer in which a thin metal membrane in 

contact with the crystal oscillator became the source of waves and pro¬ 

tected the crystal from moisture. This apparatus was found to have the 

same order of high precision as that used by Pierce in a gas. 

Shou^i Pierce's apparatus was capable of high precision, it had the 

disadvantage that the amplitudes of the readings involved the character¬ 

istics of the vacuum tube and Its circuit. It seemed advisable to adapt 

toe interferoraeter for liquids to the study of gases, therefore. Thie 

(5) 
was done by J. C. Hubbard in 1930 by including the interferoraeter in 

a resonant electric circuit loosely coupled to a high frequency oscillator. 

It is essentially this system that was used in the work for this paper. 

The sonic velocity dependence on both temperature and frequency for 

OO2 was convincingly established in 1941 by 0. J. Overbeck and H. C. 

Kendall^. Using an interferometer and electric circuit similar to 

that developed by Hubbard, they investigated the frequency range from 

27 kilocycles to about 150 kc. for temperatures from 25°C to 525°C. 
-4 , 

Their results show that Velocity is a function of both temperature and 

frequency and that the velocity dependence on frequency becomes greater 

as the temperature is increased. Extrapolation of their data to O°0 



gives values of sonic velocity greater than those found toy Pierce. 

This discrepancy might toe explained toy their comments on initial con¬ 

tamination of the COgsample. They state that water vapor contamina¬ 

tion of the OOg decreased the sonic velocity toy 9 meters per second. 

All of their published data are for CO2 dried in 90 cm. of P2 0^. 

It is not believed that Pierce dried his COg sanrples. If this correc¬ 

tion toe made, the two results are found to toe in close agreement* 



THEORY 

Sir lease Newton made the first theoretical calculation of the 

velocity of sound in air. It was found that his work yielded figures 

for the velocity of sound that were consistently low* later Laplace 

showed that the discrepancy was caused by assuming isothermal condi¬ 

tions to exist in a congressional wave. Actually the prooess is not 

isothermal hut adiabatic, and Nev/ton's equation had to he multiplied by 

Vk. , where k is the "adiabatic exponent" or ratio of the specific 

heat of the gas at constant pressure to the specific heat at constant 

volume* 

Experiments to determine the velocity of sound showed such close 

agreement with the modified equation that the equation is now used to 

define the adiabatic exponent* Herein lies the major usefulness of 

sonic velocity determinations of great precision* let us proceed to 

develop Laplace’s equation for the velocity of sound in some medium. 

Consider a column of material (as shown in Fig* (2) ) of cross 

section A, and in which the normal pressure is P. Suppose that a 

compression in which the pressure la P*£? travels a distance 1 

in time L/C . Luring this time the volume V = Al has undergone a 

decrease A • ^ 1, and the center of gravity has been moved a distance 

A 1/2 * ^he motion of the center of gravity may he described as being 

approximately uniformly accelerated linear motion* From the elemen¬ 

tary equation 

Distance ■ JL acceleration « (time)2 

we con find the acceleration a. 

et - 
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How applying Newton’s second law 

Fore© s mass x acceleration 

where the unbalanced force causing the acceleration on the volume is 

A*4P« and the mass of the medium is the density times the volume 

AL, we find 

Equation (1) is the relation obtained by Newton, who regarded the 

/ AP 
quantity ( — V ) as the isothermal hulk modulus, which in the case 

of an ideal gas is simply P. Vfhe compressions and rarefactions in 

sou$d waves occur with such rapidity that the heat developed in com¬ 

pression does not have time to he transferred to the surrounding medium. 

ThU3 the changes are not isothermal, as Newton assumed, hut are adiaba¬ 

tic as shown by Laplaci^. Then the expression that we must use is 

and solving for c, 

which may also he written 

(1) 

Pl/^S const. =/£(/£ ^ 

then 

and differentiating 



vhence 

(2) 

For an Ideal gas, the adiabatic bulk modulus ^ 3S is given by 

/ AP 
If now we identify the quantity (-/ ) in equation (l) as balng 

the adiabatic bulk raodulnn, we can combine equations (1) and (2) and 

get    

'   0> 

if we remember that P , the mass density is defined as being 
1 / 

’1’hio equation may be expressed in a different, more convenient form 

the i 

where v is the volume per unit weight and g is the gravity con¬ 

stant. Making this substitution in equation <3} results in 

’= ^k.CjP-0- 00 

for a perfect gas. 

./equation (4) is in reasonably good agreement with experimental 

results for many of the real gases; however, a more general result must 

be found before we can apply it to all gases with impunity. To deter¬ 

mine a more general relation let us go back to equation (l). At this 

point in our derivation we had made no assumptions about the composi¬ 

tion of the substance transmitting the compressions! wave. If we first 

take the limit ae AV goes to zero, then _ 
/trn \j f/ (^E) 
AY-t»o v AV v ' 2>v Js 

and we now rewrite equation (l) In the form 

c = (5) 



Por any chemical system, the ratio of the adiabatic bulk modulus 

to the isothermal "bulk modulus la equal to the ratio of specific 

to) 
heats , i.e. _ 

s k. ST 
By definition the isothermal hulk modulus is given by 

3P\ 

How we can write 

C‘V-¥{T£)' • * - • .... • • (6) 

t° 
\ 3V J. 

Equation (6) la a perfectly general equation for the velocity of 

sound in any substance. In order to use it for any real gas, however, 

it is necessary to know the equation of state for the gas so that £^)r 
and V may he computed. Having an equation of state one can then 

calculate the adiabatic exponent from experimental determinations of 

the velocity of sound. Much experimental data have been published 

concerning the correct vlrial coefficients for algebraic equations of 

state suoh as 
p\/*A-tBP* cp% DP + • • • 

for many of the more common gases 

In an acoustic interferometer, sound waves are most commonly 

generated by the vibrations of a quartz plate or some other piezoelectric 

crystal. A piezoelectric crystal is a particularly convenient sound 

generator because of the simplicity with which the crystal can be made 

to oscillate. The direct peizoelectric effect tfas discovered in 

1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie. They found that if a crystal of 

quartz is mechanically twisted.compressed or stretched, an electric 

charge appears on certain of the crystal faces. A year later, Lippman 



predicted that a converse effect existed, that is# the crystal would he 

mechanically deformed If it were subjected to an electric field. This 

effect was immediately verified by the Curie brothers, The converse 

piezoelectric effect is utilised in acoustic interferometers by impress¬ 

ing aa alternating electromotive force on the faces of a quarts plate. 

The accompanying mechanical vibrations of the quarts generate sound 

waves which travel out through the surrounding medium and are reflected 

back,by a piston or reflector of some kind* 

A quarts crystal is a hexagonal prism capped on each end by a hexa¬ 

gonal pyramid. A complicated structure, its physical properties vary 

in different directions. In order to utilise its physical properties 

better, it most be cut so as to preserve the desired properties and 

neutralise the others. The crystal is oriented, as shown in Pig. (3) 

by three axes, called the X, Y, Z axes or electrical, mechanical and 

optical a^es respectively. The vertical line perpendicular to the 

hexagonal cross section and passing through the center of the section 

is called the Z or optical axis. Light passing along this axis travels 

at uniform velocity: at some angle to the axis it is doubly refracted. 

The Y, or mechanical, axis is taken perpendicular to any pair of the 

three opposite faces. The X axis passes parallel to two opposite faces 

and is perpendicular to the Y and Z axes. The three axes are then 

mutually perpendicular. 

An "X-cutu plate is most commonly used in ultrasonics. The orient¬ 

ation of this out may be seen in Pig. (4). An alternating voltage 

applied to the faces of the plate causes the quarts to vibrate with 

the same frequency aa the applied voltage. Thus a quartz plate may 

be siade to vibrate at any frequency. The crystal will vibrate with 
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4<ec/?cfrica/ Ax/s 

Fig. 3 Orientation of axes in quartz cry star/ 
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y Fig. 4 Oriented crystal cuts 



maximum amplitude and minimum power input if the frequency of the applied 

voltage is the same as the natural frequency of the plate. The natural 

frequency of an X-cut quarts plate is inversely proportional to the 

thickness and the square root of the density and is directly proportional 

to the square root of Young's modulus for quarts. 

The exact natural frequency of a quarts plate is difficult to cal¬ 

culate "because this frequency changes with temperature. However, know¬ 

ing the approximate natural frequency, one can set a quarts plate oscil¬ 

lating at its exact natural frequency owing to the fact that quarts 

exhibits a sharply defined minimum in the power required to sake it oscil¬ 

late at natural frequency. If the output of en electrical oscillator 

he fed to a resonant tank circuit containing the quarts plate in parallel 

with a variable condenser and an inductance, power neasmements can "be 

easily made. The resonant circuit is loosely coupled to the electrical 

oscillator through the inductance. The circuit is tuned to resonance 

"by the variable condenser. As the frequency of the oscillator is 

changed slowly the voltage across the crystal, measured "by a vacuum tube 

voltmeter, will indicate the power input to the crystal. As the natural 

frequency is approached, the voltage will decrease rapidly. Passing 

through the natural frequency causes the voltage to increase rapidly. 

Plotting crystal voltage versus applied frequency shows that a sharply 

defined minimum exists at the natural frequency of the crystal. A 

typical curve of this type is shown in FIg. (5). This eurve is known 

as the crystal crevasse. Had the current in the resonant circuit 

been plotted versus applied frequency, an entirely similar curve would 

have resulted. 

.The crystal is maintained in continuous oscillation of its natural 

frequency. The sound waves emitted are caused to impinge on a plane 
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parallel reflector at some distance from the crystal. The reflected 

waves react on the crystal, either damping its vibrations or reinforc¬ 

ing them, depending on their phase relation to the emitted waves. As - 

the distance "between crystal and reflector is changed to an integral 

number of half-wave lengths a system of standing waves Is formed and 

interference "between emitted and reflected waves is eliminated. At 

this reflector distance it will he noticed that the plate voltage and 

current have "both increased to a maximum from the crevasse values* 

3y moving the reflector and noting the corresponding variations of the 

crystal voltage, it is possible to locate a series of, half-wave length 

positions of the reflector. By averaging over several determinations 

of half-wave length, the wave length of sound in the medium "between 

crystal and reflector can he accurately determined. 

S, W. Pierce ^ proved that the reaction of the reflected sound 

waves on the crystal vibrator had a negligible effect on its frequency 

if the crystal and reflector were parallel. Thus with the crystal 

being driven at its natural frequency by an electrical oscillator, a. 

frequency meter can be used to measure the oscillator frequency* This 

then must also be the crystal vibration frequency. The product of fre¬ 

quency and wave length of the sound wave gives the velocity of sound in 

the medium. 



f H3 SWHPH38HS. 

The apparatus described herein woe built to measure the sonic 

velocity of gases, la particular netrogen, over a rather extended 

range of temperatures* A schematic diagram of the apparatus appears 

in fig. (6). The mechanical part consists of interferometer, a 

piston driving mechanism, a steam hath tank, vacuum pump, and connect- 
l 

ed piping, gauges and instruments). The electrical system consists 

of a driving oscillator, a tunable resonant circuit, the quarts crystal 

oscillator, a frequency meter, and various electrical instruments* 

The complete apparatus and the component parts are shown in Figs. (7) 

through (10). 

The interferometer itself consists of three partet the body, the 

cap, and tho reflector piston* The body is cylindrical and has a very 

accurately finished hole bored along its axis in which the reflector 

piston moves. The cap fits on the top of the body and is made leak¬ 

proof by a copper gasket in a tongue and groove joint. The cap is re¬ 

cessed above the body to allow the crystal to rest directly on the body 

over the hole* The electrode connection comes down through the cap 

to a binding post and thence to the crystal through a flat spring type 

electrode. Gas is admitted to the chamber between cap and body through 

drilled passages in the body. A small milled recess diametrically 

across the cylinder allows the gas to fill the space between crystal 

and reflector piston before leaving through another drilled passage in 

the body* 

To enable the operator to move the reflector piston freely and 

still to maintain gas-tightness of the interferometer required,a special 

seal around the piston rod* The piston Is actuated through a two-ply 
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stainless steel 'bellows which is clapped to the bottom of the interfer¬ 

ometer by a bolted packing flange* She joint here is made gas-tight 

with a copper gasket* She bellows used for this purpose is manufactured 

for use in regulator flow valves and is available commercially. 

The piston driving mechanism is a simple mechanical device used to 

impart motion to the reflector piston through the bellows* It enables 

the operator to move the reflector piston through any given small dis¬ 

tance with great accuracy. In principle, the mechanism resembles the 

lead screw and half nuts on on engine lathe* Here, however, a full 

nut turns on a square threaded elevating "lead" screw, imparting verti¬ 

cal motion to the screw* The large driving nut is actuated by a worm 

and wheel, and is restricted from vertical motion by two ball thrust 

bearings* The elevating screw is restricted from rotating by two ball 

bearings riding against milled flats on the screw shaft. Thus as the 

driving nut is rotated by the worm and wheel, the elevating screw is 

Caused to move in a vertical direction. The screw was machined with 

twelve square threads per inch and the worm and wheel ratio is forty to 

one. Thus one revolution of the worm moves the elevating screw verti¬ 

cally about two thousandths of an inch* The complete piston driving 

mechanism is pictured In Fig. (10). 

little has been said about the reflector piston, an important 

component of the acoustic interferometer. As pointed out by J. L. 

Stewart !10^ hi# frequency interferometry imposes the requirement of 
plane parallelism between the oscillator and the reflector. To insure 

parallelism, the piston was lapped into the cylinder and then both 

the piston top and body face were lapped together while the piston was 

rotated with respect to the cylinder. 
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Xt should he noted that all the mechanical pacts subjected to 

high temperatures were machined from stainless steel. All of the 

connected gas tubing and flared fittings are also stainless steel. 

The valves used on the gas line throughout the system are stainless 

steel needle valves. Xt is felt that by using non-gas evolving 

materials, very little trouble with sample contamination will be en¬ 

countered. 

The interferometer Is contained in a large, well insulated tank 

through which superheated steam Is circulated to maintain high temper¬ 

atures. The piston driving mechanism is placed below the steam bath 

tank; the extension shaft on the elevating screw passes through a pack¬ 

ing gland containing graphite packing. All connections to the inter¬ 

ferometer (gas line, thermocouple wires and electrode wire) are made 

through the side of the tank by means of specially made pipe plugs. 

Temperatures measured by the thermocouple are those of the test gas it¬ 

self since the wires go to a thermocouple block on the downstream side 

of the interferometer Inside the steam bath tank. 

Movement of the reflector piston is measured with a high precision 

cathetometer capable of reading to 0.001 millimeter. The cathetometer 

is focused on a fine scribe mark on the elevating screw shaft and only 

differential distances are measured. Thus at thermal equilibrium 

temperature corrections are unnecessary. 

Also contained in the mechanical system are a test pressure gauge 

and a vacuum pump. The pressure gauge is located on the upstream side 

of the steam bath, tank on the gas line. The vacuum pump is necessary 

to degas the interferometer before admitting the test gas. thereby 

assuring an uncontaminated gas sample. Provision is made to bypass 





the vacuum pump and bleed the gas line to the atmosphere. A schematic 

diagram of the mechanical apparatus shoving relative positions of the 

component parts is shown in fig. (6a). 

* the driving oscillator used in the electrical system is the elec¬ 

tron coupled type. It is tunable over the frequency range from about 

four hundred kilocycles to about two megacycles. (Tuning is done by means 

of two condensers connected in parallel. For coarse tuning to frequency 

there is a standard parallel plate condenser, and for fine adjustment a 

vernier type condenser is used. (The vernier consdnser was constructed 

from parts of a one inch micrometer. The anvil of the micrometer is used 

as the grounded plate of the condenser and a brass block containing a 

drilled hole along the axis of the micrometer anvil is used as the high 

potential plate* The capacitance of the condenser is changed by moving 

the micrometer anvil in the hole and thus exposing more or less of the 

anvil to the high potential plate. Once the parallel plate condenser is 

tuned approximately to the desired frequency, the vernier condenser may 

be adjusted to obtain the crystal crevasse frequency with great precision. 

The output of the driving oscillator is loosely coupled through in¬ 

ductance coils to the final resonant circuit. Tills circuit contains the 

quarts crystal in parallel with another tunable parallel plate condenser. 

By tuning this circuit into resonance with the oscillator circuit the 

crystal crevasse may be more easily determined accurately. 

The output of the final resonant circuit just described is brought 

into the interferometer to a spring type electrode attached to an insulated 

binding post on the body of the interferometer. In passing through the 

wall of the steam bath tank and again into the top of the interferometer 

a gas tight seal is necessary around the wire. In addition the wire 



mist be Insulated at these places. These requirements were met by in¬ 

sulating the wire with ceramic tubing and compressing a soapstone 

follower around the wire with a packing screw. The wire passes through 

an axial hole in the screw* 'This insulating and sealing device was 

obtained commercially. All electrical connections# including thermo¬ 

couple wires# which pass through the walls of the steam bath# interfero¬ 

meter, or thermocouple block are sealed and insulated in the manner Just 

described. 

Blectrical contact to the quarts crystal is made with a spring type 

electrode identical with the one mentioned above which contacts the 

output wire from the final resonant circuit* The spring leaf electrode 

arrangement was seleoted so excessive pressure would not be placed on 

the crystal by a rigid contact. Also the spring electrode may be moved 

to a different location on the crystal at will* It has been found that 

this last adjustment is often desirable if difficulty is encountered in 

making the crystal oscillate* 

The frequency of crystal vibrations is determined with a frequency 

meter. The meter to be used with the equipment described herein is an 
■—> 

Army Signal Corps Frequency Meter Type BL-221L. This meter has an 

antenna which picks up the output of the driving oscillator and beats 
c 

them against the oscillations of the meter* The operator can hear the 

beat note on a 3et of ear phones. 3y tuning the frequency meter to a 

null or zero beat# the frequency of the driving oscillator can be deter¬ 

mined to the nearest cycle per second. Since the crystal must oscillate 

at the frequency of the driving oscillator# the frequency of vibration 

of the crystal is determined* 

Mention has been made of a thermocouple placed in the gas line to 



determine accurately the temperature of the gas* She thermocouple is 

of the platinum-platinum rhodium type having its cold junction in a 

dewar flask of cracked ice. This thermocouple can he used over the 

temperature range from about 100° K to about 1800° X. It ta planned, 

however, to cover only the temperature range from 373° K to about 800° X. 

The apparatus described herein will be used to investigate the 

velocity of sound in nitrogen, carbon dioxide and a mixture, or mixtures, 

of the two gasses at pressures up to about bOO pounds per square inch and 

over the temperature range stated above. The quarts crystal to be used 

has a frequency of 575 kilocycles per second* It is probable that several 

other frequencies will be investigated as well. 
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